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The admirers of BlackBerry are worldwide spread that is across Europe, Africa and in the Middle
East. But now the users are facing outage in data services which in turn cut off their contact to
email, instant messaging and the internet with other services. According to the owners of the
blackberry and service providers the problem began on Monday just about 10:20am and is still
going on. Carriers in the United Kingdom or the Canadian company are blaming Research in Motion
for this outage. RIM told his users that they are resolving the matter as it is creating a great impact
on the Subscribers of BlackBerry especially in Europe, Africa and Middle East.

Along with this they also apologies with their customers for the inconvenience they are facing and
are investigating the matter. According to the Telegraph report and many other information centers
regarding the outage of data services told that RIM information center in marsh gives data services
in that area however BlackBerry refuses to provide any detail regarding the outage of data services.
Apart from slough RIM has many other centers of network operation in EMEA.

According to the customers of Twitter and Official BlackBerry round-table The BIS (BlackBerry
Internet service) which includes BBM (BlackBerry Messenger), Web services and email all are
affected very badly. There are 70 million subscribers of blackberry that are suffering the problem of
outage. A telecoms operator in the United Arab Emirates called Du calculated that there are 50
percent clients of Blackberry in EMEA are affected.

T-Mobile UK, Safari com, Vodafone Egypt are the Kenyan service providers are amongst the
leading carriers stated that there is a problem in the service of BlackBerry. However some
customers stated that their service has come back or is on the track on Monday around 4:45pm.
Wataniya telecom of Kuwaiti service said that RIM has announced that the service would be
restores around 8pm.According to the law people who have owned blackberry gadgets and pays
monthly plan may file a suite. Also have told BlackBerry to compensate the users of blackberry torch
9810 deals @ http://www.blackberrytorch9810deals.co.uk/ directly or indirectly by arranging
wireless service providers to their customers and take a full initiative for the damage they are facing.
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Nick Willis is expert telecom adviser and he writes articles on mobile. Get the right information for
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